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Licensing or 
Rr:ginr: Eckordt 
Uniw't sity o(I;Mting<'IJ 

Tlzis dwpter oddresses tlzc 50-t'(il/cd ti·cc dwit"c effects u(disjundion w 1£/f!r cx is
tentilll qut~ntifit"otion. Tile cfti•d lzlls l'tY<'ived 1110.\ t <7ttentiou in uwd<1/ contexts, 
spcci{it:llll)' as ti·ee dzoit·e JNnnission. Cmzse,Juently, ll lmi!Jd r!lnge o(,znolyses 
tmt"e t/zc re,Jsun for ti'ee dzoi<·r' efti't·ts ol' its inta!l t"tiou witlz nwdolit)'. I will 
tnguc t!lt zt ti·cc clzoia eftfdS arise wit/1 llll)' kind o( cxisteuti<zl quouti(zt"lltiun, 
tllld t/l!Jt nu ,uw/ysi-; slwuld lzeuc,• not c:sscul'hzlly rest 0 11 nwdolity. I propose 
t/z,zt <1 Bonlcon,zlltJI)'sis o(or, iu Wllt'!!l111'itil specific int<'ljlretation of u.xisten
ti<z/s, is su ffi cien t to dt:ri1 't: tlzc ol,serw,t cfti·as. It is mon·owr propos ,d t!zat 
tilu reiutcnprctotio1z o( cxistentilll qzwutifiers is nztldc nca•ss!ll)' !Jy a principii! 
o(or-/iccusiug wlziclz is t!IC second t"omcrstont: o(tlzc <lllili,VSis . 

1 Introduction 

Our logic classes taught us that the word or denotes Boolean disjunc
tion v . However, looking at uses of ur in everyday life, it seems that the 
word rarely ever exhibits its pure meaning. The problem seems to be that 
disjunctive statements A ur B contain the simpler parts A and B. Why did 
the speaker fa il to make one of the simpler statements and chose the 
longer, and less in formati ve disjunction instead' A survey of the data 
leads to the following cases: 

In downward monotone contexts, A or B statements are indeed 
more informative than simpler statements. In such sentences, or can 
unprohlematically denote Boolean disjunction. 

In certain other uses, the disjunctive statement may be longer than 
A alone, orB alone, and less informative than A !llld B, but gives rise to 
extra implicatures and hence leads to motivated utterances. We could 
label such uses as 'Boolean v plus pragmatic inferences'. 
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ln a last kind of ca , however, or occurs in a sense that is hard to 
explain as the result of Boolean or plus pragmatic infer~nces . These are 
tile so-called free choice u e of or in the scope of existential modals. The 
following example illustrates the case. 

(1.1) Judy may take coffee or juice. 
(1.2) Judy may take coffee, and Judy may take juice. 

The puzzle i this. Tbe sentence in (1.1) and (1.2) eem intuitively equiv
aJf.flt. However, a simple Boolean anal.ysl5 of or, together with a simple 
possible-world ana lysis of may as existentiaJ quantilicatl no er deonti
cally accessible worlds ('worlds that show what judy is allowed to do'), 
fails to predict thi lntliition. The fa ilure rests on the well-known fact 
that, in pL·edicate logic, formula (1 .3) does not imply (1 .4). Ka mp (I 73) 
i the classical reference which brought tJ1e free choice puzzle on the 
agenda of formal semantics. 

(1.3) 3x( A(x) v B(x) ) 
(1.4) 3x( A(x) ) 1\ 3x( B(x) ) 

In recent years, several strategies to solve this puzzle have been explored. 
As the effect arises predominantly in modal contexts, some authors 
attribute it to a revised interpretation of modal existentials (plus, pos
si bly, furtller pragmatic effects). This line was f llowed, for example, 
by Schulz (2002), Alonl (2003a,b), or Simon · (200Sa,h). The more rad
ical kind of rescue, however, consists in the daim that the word or did 
not denote Boolean disjunction in the first place. Zimmermann (2000) 
develops an analysis of or as conjoined epistemic alternatives and derives 
free choice effects in modal contexts from this analysis. The more recent 
Geurts (2005) , while deviating from Zimmermann's proposal in detail, 
can be seen as a conservative extension of this kind of approach. The 
authors leave it somewhat open whether they would allow for a read
ing of or as Boolean disjunction in addition to their analyses. However, 
Zimmermann seems to defend a maximal position in that the chapter 
lists several examples where his denotation for or is problematic; a second 
use in a Boolean sense is never his proposed solution. I will therefore at 
some points refer to his approach as the most consequently n n-Boolean 
analysis. 
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Apart from free choice examples, any analysis of or should be able to 
cope with the foll ovving range of cases. 

( 1.5) a. N 1/Jod; ' wos sick or on lioliday. 
b. No/Judy wds sick, dlld nobody W<1S on lwl iddy. 

Sentence (1.5) illustrates the use of or in a downward entailing context 
(here: the scope of nega tion). Whatever the exact delimitations of con
texts may be, elementary pred icate logic tells us that the disjunction (a) 
logically entails the conjunction in (b.J. Semantic intuition suggests that 
Boolean v is a fully adequate denotation of or in these examples. 

(1.6) foe is dmnk or sit"k. 
(1. 7) (As fclr dS I L"<lll sec,) foe 111iglzt /Jt: ,/mnk, d!Z<l foe uziglzt l.Jt sic·k (and J 

don 't know w/1 idz) 

In positive contexts, epistemic uncertainty appears to be the standard 
reason to use or. If no other reason can be thought of, the hearer will 
assume that the speaker makes an unspecifi c assertion because he does 
not know any better. 

( l.tl) Eve!y/)udy l)rdered n !Jeer or Cl pin<l. 

This sentence shows or in an upwards monotone context. If or is taken to 
denote Boolean disjunction, then ( l.tl) is true if eve ryo ne ordered a beer 
and no pizza), if everybody ordered a pizza (and no beer), or in mixed 

cases. In fact , our semantic competence tell s us that (l.R) should only be 
used in mixed cases (unless the speaker has imperfect knowledge). Fo r 
instance, it can felicitously be uttered by the \Vaitress who has just taken 
the corresponding order. We can assume that she has perfec t knowledge 
about the order; e.g . having noted it as a list. In such a situation, she 
does not seem to express a list of epistemic possibilities, neither globally 
('possibl;J l!veryLJ(Jd)' orclured o bee1; unci possi/Jl)' C:l!t' i)'/Jody ordered o pizz<l, 
mzd I don't know wllicli') nor locally ('fili· eac/z L"ttston!t' l; i t is possi/)/e til<lt lze 

ordacd bcc1; and its possible tli<Jt ilc ordered pizz,l'). In these cases, however, 
a simple Gricean argu ment can account for this fact. If the speaker knew 
that everybody in fact ordered a beer, he could have sa id so and been 
briefer and more informative. Similarly for a homogen eous order for 
pizzas. Hence, the mixed cases are the only ones that wa rrant possible 
utterances . (Matters change, of course, as soon as or is jmtified by the 
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speaker's imperfect knowledge.) Analogous examples arise in necessity 
statements (i.e. for modal universal quantification). 

The cases listed so far (including free choice examples) are the common 
stock in the literature. The last two types of examples, to my knowledge, 
have not yet received extensive attention. 

(1.9) The whole school was posing in the yard to welcome the queen. 
Everybody was dressed in nice clothes for the great day. 

a. Some children waved little flags or tlnew flowers. 
b. Some children waved little flags. And some children threw flowers. 

The sentence in (1.9.a) seems to be uttered by the speaker with a certain 
group of children in mind. He might vaguely intend to talk about those 
children who took part in cheerful activities. No epistemic uncertainty 
is expressed, and we understand that the disjunction is used because 
among the active children, there were some who waved and some who 
threw flowers. The conjunction in (b.) follows. Note that (1.9) is the ana-

i. logue of th classical free choice constellation in tl1e domain of nominal 
quantification. Klinedinst (2005)js another source where such examples 
were discus ed.l I ·ympathize with his 1indings, which, however, need 
to be sharpened to do justice to the data. Finally, consider (1.10). 

(1.10) What new privileges does Judy gain when she's 18 years old? 
#Judy may drive a car, or marry without her parents' consent or vote 
in elections. 

The striking fact about (1.10) is that it does not offer an instance of 
the free choice pattern. Specifically, the disjunct does not imply the 
conjoined list of privileges of those over-age in (1.11). 

(1.11) Judy may drive a car, and Judy may marry without her parents' 
consent, and Judy may vote in elections. 

Free choice or essentially occurs in just those cases where the disjunction 
lists deontic alternatives with respect to one specific decision. (1.10) in a 
free choice interpretation sounds as if the three things depended on each 
other, somehow as if Judy's driving a car would exclude her voting in 
elections. I will come back to the no list of privileges example (1.10) at 
several places. Specifically, I will use it to explore the nature of deontic 
alternatives that are addressed by true free choice sentences (Section 4). 
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Note that Zimmermann (2000) predicts that it should be a natural free 
choice example ami imply ( 1.11 J (Section 2). 

This chapter is o rganized as follows: 2 In Section 2, I will recapitulate 
uses of Boolean and 'ill-behaved' or and offer a brief review of tile most 
recent literature. It will be concluded that ur requires licensing in most 
contexts, and that licensing or can require a non-standard use of other 
parts of the sentence (specifically ex istential quantifiers). In Section .), 
I will elaborate my analysis of examples like (1.9 ). I pmpose that these 
examples rest on quasi-specific existential quantification. The hearer will 
understand that the speaker has a certain group of individuals in mind, 
and in order to be truthful has to use disjunction. Section 4 shows how 
this analysis can be carried over to the modal case, i.e. free choice exam
ples of the type in (1. 1 ). SectionS discusses some examples where various 
kinds of licensing or interact. It highlights th e program underlying the 
present chapter (as many t;Jthers before): The word or can show unex
pected effects in various ways. It is prefe rable to assume one uniform 
semantic contribution, namely Boolean disjunction, which interacts 
with o ther parts uf the sentence in different ways which, in turn, lead to 
different side messages. 

2 Boolean and mis-behaved 'or' 

Boolean disjunction is potentially problematic in terms of pragmatics. 
Disjunction offers us a means to denote a weaker property by ming a 
more complex expression. This constellation, in many contexts, posits 
a contradiction to the combined M- and !-principle (Levinson 2000) 
or classically, Grice's maxims of manner and quantity. Such conflicts 
arise already in the simplest possible disjunctions, the disjunction of 
two positive atomic sentences. (2.1) offers an example . 

(2.1) foe is drunk or sick 

Instead of one of two possible, m ore specific statements ('joe is dmuk', 
'Joe is sick'), the speaker chooses to attribute the broader property of 
'being drunk or sick' to Joe. Of course, it is not principally problematic 
to utter sentences with general properties. A sentence like 'Joe is C t nlr<lll' 

is pragmatica lly unproblematic, even though the speaker might know 
that joe is in fa ct from Bavaria. The speaker did not mention Bavaria, 
ancl if the context does not render the German counties relevant, the 
sentence joe is Ger111an does not implicate Joe is not fim n Bomri11 OJ' Tire 
spcukcr does not know w/l('t/ra joe is fimn Hcm.rria. Disjunctions, however, 
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are different. In using a disjunction, the speaker necessarily has to men
tion two properties which are usually more specific. These properties 
are presented as salient and relevant. The simpler sentences are salient 
altmnative utterances in context. The hearer hence will look for a reason 
why the speaker chose a more complex expression in order to give less 
information. 

Going back to example (2.1), it is a textbook case in pragmatics to infer 
that (2.1) implicates that (2.2). 

(2}) Speaker does not know that Joe is drunk, and speaker does not know 
that Joe is sick. 

Let me call a surrounding sentence in which a disjunction may be embed
ded a sentence frame. Then we can posit a general requirement on uses of 
or: A sentence frame ¢ does not pragmatically license disjunction if the 
simpler sentence(s) entail the frame plus disjunction¢. 

1(2.3) unlicensed disjunction: ¢(A) ---+ ¢(A v B) 

The use of disjunction is pragmatically licensed if the simple sentence 
does not entail disjunction (2.4.a), and specifically if sentence frame with 
disjunction entails the simple sentence (2.4.b). Moreover, or is licensed 
if there are implicatures such that disjunction plus its implicatures are 
not entailed (2.4.c) . 

(2.4) a. licensed disjunction: ¢(A) -I-+ ¢(A v B) 
b. licensed disjunction: ¢(A v B)---+ ¢(A) 
c. licensed disjunction: ¢(A) -I-+ ¢(A v B) 1\ w with implica

ture w. 

It can be seen easily that disjunctions in downward entailing contexts 
instantiate the (b.) case. Negation as well as the antecedent of a con
ditional, or the restrictor of universal quantifiers, are good pragmatic 
licensing contexts for Boolean disjunction. 

(2.5) If you get an A or a B in the exam, I will take you out for dinner. 
(Either condition will be sufficient) 

(2.6) Nobody was bored or annoyed. 
Gordon is the youngest man who ever climbed the Chimborazzo or 
the K2. 
Gordon eats neither meat nor fish. 
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Note that the last kind of use under negation must have been perceived so 
genuinely a useful or pattern in English that the original construction not 
citlu:r . . . or together with negative concord 11- was lexicalized as ncitlzer ... 
nor. I therefore take the ueitlzer nor construction as a particularly clear use 
of or under negation . A disjunction in the antecedent of a conditional is 
likewise useful because it allows the speaker to express two conditionals 
in one. 

Let us now turn to some cases where a sentence plus a pragmatic infer
ence can license the use of a disjunction. We already saw (1.8) above, but 
more cases show that the scope of universal quantifiers uniformly give 
rise to implicaturcs. Consider the sentence in (2. 7). 

(2. 7) (In order to get cz credit,) Yhu have to write L1 Jhzper or kill 11 mh/Jit. 

Simple Boolean disjunction under universal modal quantification will 
lead to a sentence m eaning which holds true 

• if in fact , I intend to hand out a credit for a paper, and under no 
other circumstances 

• if in fact, I intend to hand out a credit for a dead rabbit, and under 
no other circumstances 

• if in fact, I intend to hand out a credit exactly if on e or the other 
requirement is fulfilled. 

Our everyday understanding of (2. 7) suggests that it only should be true 
in the third case. Neither case should be m entioned spuriously (even 
though practical reasoning would strongly suggest the first scenario!). 
Like in (1.8), we can arg ue that the author of the announcement, having 
full control over matters, should have used a simpler and more infor
mative sentence in the first and second scenario. Similar observations 
hold for or in the scope of proportional quantifiers with a strict ratio 
(e.g. 'exactly half') . All these contexts allow the use of or plus implica
tures. None of these cases n eeds to involve epistemic uncertainty. Once 
again, epistemic uncertainty could be the reason for th e speaker to utter 
(2. 7) - fm instance for a student who can not remember the announce
ment very well. But the point is that epistemic uncertainty ueed not be 
understood. 

A third class of sentences require one further step in order to allow 
for a motivated use of or. They are such that in their literal interpreta
tion, the use of or would not be licensed (unless expressing epistemic 
uncertainty). However, such sentences can be improved by resorting 
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to re-interpretations or secondary readings. (2.8) offers an example. 
Imagine the following report by the class teacher after class: 

(2.8) (Today's math class was just a disaster. I was not able to inspire anyone 
for the beauty of the subject. The kids just did not react.) 
Some pupils were sleeping or daydreaming. 

If all parts of (2.8) are understood in their normal, common way, we 
get ~n existential statement that is weaker than the simpler statements 
without disjunction. (2.9.a) is entailed by b. and c. (I use capital vari
ables for plural objects. Predicates are assumed to apply to pluralities in 
a distributive manner. The details are given in the next section.) 

(2.9) a. 3X( PUPIL(X) t\ [ SLEEP(X) V DAYDREAM(X) ] ) 

b. 3X(, PUPIL( X) t\ [SLEEP(X)] ) 

c. 3X( PUPIL(X) t\ [DAYDREAM(X)] ) 

Hence we would expect that (2.8) is pragmatically marked. One way to 
remedy this markedness could consist in an implicature about epistemic 
uncertainty. In this reading, the speaker is not sure whether the pupils 
were asleep or awake, daydreaming. 

However, under normal circumstances the sentence intuitively seems 
a shorter way to express (2.10) . 

(2.10) (My class today was just a disaster.) 
Some pupils were sleeping, and some pupils were daydreaming. 

This stronger statement seems to come about in two subsequent steps. 
First, the indefinite 'some' is not interpreted as a mere existential quan
tification. The speaker appears to have a specific group of pupils X in 
mind that she wants to talk about. Using 'some pupils' in a specific sense, 
she can refer to this group. Secondly, given that the referent is fixed, the 
speaker appears to have reason not to use one of the simpler sentences 
'some pupils were sleeping' or 'some pupils were daydreaming'. The hearer 
will hence infer that among the pupils that the speaker intends to talk about, 
some were sleeping and not daydreaming, and some were daydreaming 
and not sleeping. Sentence (2.10) is entailed by the overall information 
conveyed by (2.8), but crucially, the groups of 'some pupils' in (2.10) are 
not the larger group that the speaker was talking about in (2.8). Note 
that the pattern corresponds to the free choice inference. 
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The free choice puzzle has received renewed attention in the last 
years1 starting with the analysis by Zimmermann (2000) 1 followed 
by Geurts (2005) 1 Aloni (2003b), Schulz (2002L Simons (2005a,b) 
and Klinedinst (2005). A very detailed and insightful discussion of 
earlier treatmentS1 including Kamp (1 973) and (1979) 1 is given in 
Schulz (2002). The majority of papers rest on a modified analysis 
for or. 

Zimmermann 2000 (and Geurts1 elaborating on Zimmermann 2000) 
claims th at ur does not contribute logical di sj unctilm 1 but presents a 
series of epistemlc alternatives which the speaker conjoinedly entertains, 
The paradigm case of this pattern is shown by sentences like (2.11) which 
comes down to the statement in (2,12): 

(2.11) foc: is ,trunk ur sid:., 
(2-12) (As ti·1r <IS I cr1n st>e,) foe 111ig!JI/Jc ,Jruuk, <111d foe 111igl1t he sh·k (out! 

1 dou 't know wllidl) 

Zimmermann assumes that (a) all alternatives mentioned as a disjunct 
have non-empty intersection with the epistemic background of the 
speaker; that (b) there is n o subset of epistemic alternatives of the speaker 
vvhich supports none of the alternatives mentio ned, and (c) there is 
an implicature about 'independence' of the alternatives mentioned. 
Assumption (a) is des igned to derive gwuincuess: no disjunct is uttered 
spuriously. Assum ption (bJ predicts cxlluusti1'ity under normal circum
stances. No life optio n should remain unmentioned. Condition (c) is 
motivated by the observation that the h ea rer u sually seem s to under
stand that th e alternatives are mutually exclusive in some sense. The 
examples discussed in this chapter rest on logica l independence, but 
the author states that more genera l (topological) notions of non-overl ap 
are operant in the genera l case. Free choice effects for ep istemic migllt fol
low straightforwardly from the analysis. In order to generalize the anal
ysis to deontic moda lity, Zimmermann proposes the t~utlwrity p rinciple, 

If the speaker can be assumed to be an auth nity in the issue in question/ 
epistemic possibility ( ' llltl)lhc') can be strengthened to epistemic certainty 
(' in fc itt'), 

In spite of its initial plausibility/ Zimmermann (2000) has problems in 
those cases where or does not show modal fla vo uL Among the problem
atic cases are those without modal component (e .g, (2.0) and (2 .6JL but 
problems ari se also for deontic Ill liSt as well as the uo-list-o(priFilcges case, 
Consider once more the announcement in (2.7). If we interpret (2.7) as 
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a list of epistemic possibilities, we get something like 

(2.13) Possibly, you have to write a paper, and possibly, you have to kill a 
rabbit. 
<:>(D(KILL-A-RABBIT) ) 1\ <:>(D(WRITE-A-PAPER)) 

Given that the author of the requirement has full knowledge about it, 
we can apply the authority principle in order to go beyond the 'ignorant 
student' reading of (2. 7). The authority principle leads to 

(2.14) D(KILL-A-RABBIT) 1\ D(WRITE-A-PAPER) 

This states that the requirement for a credit consists of two parts: 
killing a rabbit and writing the paper. This does not match the natural 
understanding of (2. 7). 

Zimmermann's prediction for example (1.10), repeated here as (2.15), 
is likewise problematic. Remember that the sentence was not an accept
able way to state the conjunction in (2.16). 

(2.15) (What new privileges does Judy gain when she's 18 years old?) 
#Judy may drive a car, or marry without her parents' consent or vote 
in elections. 

(2.16) Judy may drive a car, and Judy may marry without her parents' 
consent, and Judy may vote in elections. 

The sentence in (2.15) will be assigned the meaning in (2.17). Following 
Zimmermann, I use !:::.. for deontic possibility here. 

(2.17) <:>(!:::..(DRIVE-jANE-CAR)) 1\ <:>(!:::..(MARRY-jANE)) 1\ <:>(t::..(VOTE-]ANE)) 

This list of epistemic possibilities is subject to Zimmermann's require
ments to lists, (a)-( c). In particular, logical incompatibility (c) could, but 
need not necessarily, be required for !:::..(DRIVE-jANE-CAR), !:::..(MARRY-jANE) 
and !:::..(VOTE-jANE). In actual practice, however, no form of incompati
bility (or non-overlap) is intended in deontic free choice examples. This 
chapter proposes to apply the authority principle to (2.17). If the speaker 
has full knowledge about jane's privileges, he will not only hold all three 
alternatives as possible, but as actual facts. Specifically, they can hence 
not be mutually exclusive. 

(2.18) !:::..(DRIVE-jANE-CAR) 1\ !:::..(MARRY-jANE) 1\ !:::..(VOTE-jANE) 
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(2.18) h owever expresses exactly the list of privileges that Jane (as well 
as any 18 yea r old person) will en joy. The analysis, far from explaining 
that (2.15) is unacceptable, will predict that it is a perfect statemen t of 
lists of privileges. 

Schulz (2003) argues in favour of a pragmatic basis for the m odal 
approach in Zimmermann (2000). Going back to Gazdar's seminal work 
on implicature, Schulz assumes a systematic set of possible implicatures 
of disjunctions under modal operators which are evaluated in context. 
The remaining implicatures are then fed into a highly developed modal 
logic fra mework and give rise to the desired en tailments. Schulz ' anal
ysis moreover extends to obligation sentences and puts a wide range 
of data into a coherent common framework. While the present proposal 
shares Schulz' perspective of a m odular semantic-pragmatic setup, Schulz 
once again offers an analysis which focusses on m odal quan tification 
and is inh eren tly designed to cover free ch oice effects in those, and o nly 
those examples. Schulz' division of labour into pragmatics and semantics 
will avoid modal readings for those sentences where Boolean dis junction 
plus Gricean inferencing is sufficient (see (1 .8) Everybody ordered lhw or 

pizzo), but the setup is unsuited to capture free choice effects in non
modal con texts. The following exampl e replicates the effects shown in 
(2.8) and (1.9). 

(2.19) (Gordon is nut as strict n vcgetari<m t.ls fi e mmts to nwke you /.Je/icve. 
I l tt~ve observed !tim t<n· quite <1 wltile on.l .. . J 
Gordon St)lilctinzes DID edt nLcot or fisli. 
----> Gonion SOIIICtintes 11tc mct~t. And Gordon sontftinu:s tZte {is/1. 

Two recent proposals by Simons (2005a,b) rest on a modified analysis for 
or but do not posit a modal component. The core idea of both proposals 
lies in th e assumption that the disjuncts in the sentence should be col
lected in a set which is then available for furth er semantic computation. 
In Simons (200Sb), the set of disjuncts is moreover exploited for a scoping 
mechanism in that, at an appropriate place, set uuiou will be performed, 
reflecting the semantic contribution of or. Simons' proposal so far rests 
on a classical boolean view of or which can not explain the fre e choice 
puzzle. At this point, both accounts stipulate semantic requirements on 
the set of disjuncts which yield the desired entailments. Simons (2005a) 
discusses the requirement of being a supetnJ\ICI', while Simons (2005b) 
re sorts to the weaker synnnetry couditio11. Let m e concen trate on this m ore 
recent proposal. The synnnctry condition states tha t there should be some 
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salient property P which is shared by all disjuncts. Simon illustrates the 
idea on basis of examples like (2.20). 

(2.20) Judy may take coffee or juice. 

The condition refers to the set of disjuncts {Judy take coffee, Judy take 
juice} and requires one salient common property for all these disjuncts . In 
absence of any common property which is entailed logically at this point, 
Simons stipulates that the requirement could be 'that both propositions 
have nonempty intersection with the deontically accessible worlds' . 
yYith this extra requirement, the free choice entailment follows. While 
the symmetry condition offers the correct results, it remains a convenient 
mystery that hearers always resort to the right kind of common property. 
Simons explicitely refrains from discussing the motivation underlying 
symmetry. The following kind of abuse can therefore not be excluded 
so far: 

(2.20') Judy may take coffee or juice. 
Salient common property: Judy take coffee and Judy take juice are 
both desirable options for Judy. (They have non empty intersec
tion with Judy's buletic alternatives.) 
Fact: In fact, Judy is only allowed to take juice. 

(2.20') is predicted to be acceptable by Simons' symmetry condition. In 
fact, it is not a good situation for the sentence to be true. I suspect that a 
pragmatic motivation of the symmetry condition would reveal it to sum
marize the pragmatic inferences that will be at the heart of the approach 
in the present chapter. One important aspect in Simons (2005b) con
sists in that she acknowledges the existence of pure Boolean disjunction 
in downward entailing contexts. She quotes the observation that or 
with modals, if negated, is absolutely well-behaved. I will evaluate her 
solution in section five, where interacting licensing factors are discussed. 

A recent proposal which is very close in spirit to the present chapter was 
made by Klinedinst (2005). He is the only author, as far as I can see, who 
has ever pointed out free choice effects in nonmodal contexts. Conse
quently, any analysis of these effects should not rest on modality in a way 
which can not be transferred to ordinary existential quantification. It is 
this criticism that stands, in Klinedinst's as well as my opinion, against 
all approaches that were reviewed so far (as well as related ones), in spite 
of their sophistication and adequate predictions in the modal domain. 
While Klinedinst's examples, as well as (1.8), (1.9), are essential in the 
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understanding of free ch oice effects, he does not explore explicit existen
tial quantification in sufficient detail and therefore fails to understand 
free choice effects as the consequence of semantic re-interpretations plus 
pragmatic infe rencing. He does not discuss specificity effects, and related 
effects in the modal domain which lead to the no-list-of-privileges facts. 

The present approach to the free choice puzzle is very conservative 
in its analysis of or an d modality. I propose that or is Boolean disjunc
tion, and that ex istential statements are interpreted as specific under 
suitable circumstances. If a disjoint property is att ributed to a specific 
set of objects, we can derive an implicature that all disjuncts must be 
exhibited by some elements of this set. The implicature arises by sim
ple allusion to the Gricean maxims of mann er ('be brief - comparing 
the salient alternative utterances') and quality ('do not say what you 
believe to be false'). The analysis will receive initial support from data 
with explicit existential quantifi cation . They give us clear access to the 
·discourse pragmatics of the effects under investiga tion. We can then 
P!·oceed to the genera li zation to the modal case. 

3 Explicit existential quantification and 'or' 

In the present section, I will investigate free choice effects with explicit 
nominal or adverbial existential quantification in more detail. I will use 
the term 'explicit existentials' for these quantifiers, because unlike modal 
existcntials, they allow us to specify restrictions on the domain of quan
tification, and to investigate its status in disco urse. Explicit existentials 
offer a test case for free choice effects where the interacting interpretive 
and pragmati c mechanisms are easier to access than in the modal case. 
After revisiting some phenomena, I will offer a semantic analysis for free 
choice effects for explicit existentials which will be applied to modal 
existentials in Section four. 

Let me start by illustrating the free choice effects for explicit existentials 
with some more examples. All examples are given with an appropri
ate context. The ties between free choice existentials and the discourse 
context will be d iscussed below. 

(3 .1) (Our cf<1SS 1'isitt:d tile Zoo yestad<l)'. After WtJtdling <1nimols in tile 

llwrning, we tuok <1 /lJ'('Llk netJr tile k iosk at noon.) 

So111c pupils il<1d d1ips or icc nea111 . (Otfters 1vent to tile ployground.) 

(3.2) (Discussingwltc:tfl crourfiiend Gurdun is a vcgetaritJn or not: No, I don 't 

tllink llt<lt ft e is. H'c visited a suntntcr sclwol togetllc 1 ~ and 1 rflll(:n z/Jcr 

dear/)' til <l t . . , ) 

Gordon SOII/etilll cs P ill edt mcnt or {is/1. 
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The conjoined statements in (3.3 ) and (3.4) are intuitively entailed by 
the respective disjunctions. 

(3.3) 
(3.4) 

Some pupils had chips, and some pupils had ice cream. 
Gordon sometimes ate meat, and Gordon sometimes ate fish. 

The examples hence exhibit an entailment pattern for existential quan
tification over individuals and times which is analogous to free choice 
effects. Some other, more subtle intuitions could be explicated as 
follows: The speaker wants to talk about some specific people, things 
or 'Occasions. The specific persons, things or occasions that she wants 
to talk about exemplify a general property which is exemplified by 
the disjuncts. In the pupil-example, the speaker could announce her 
intentions as follows: 'Among the ways that children can amuse them
selves in a zoo, let me now name those which have to do with 
food.' In the Gordon-example: 'Among the occasions of Gordon eat
ing, let me talk about those which violate his strict vows as a vege
tarian.' 

1
. Let me now try to delineate the pragmatics of free choice effects with 
explicit existentials. I characterized them as 'specific' so far. Several obser
vations suggest that, in fact, a partitive use of the existential seems crucial 
in order to elicit free choice effects. This is evidenced by several kinds of 
examples where the respective word order patterns do not support parti
tive readings very well, or where the context definitively excludes such 
a reading. In order to come to a richer spectrum of data, I will consider 
both English and German data in this section. The free choice effects for 
German explicit existentials exactly mirror the English effects, but due to 
greater freedom in word order, we can look at a broader spectrum of data . 
As a first example, let us passive sentences. Examples like (3.5) do not 
easily give rise to free choice effects. The resulting sentences have a very 
odd ring to them. It seems extremely hard to pinpoint the pragmatic 
side messages, and hence the intended overall information conveyed 
by (3.5). Here, as well as below, we see sentences with unlicensed and 
hard-to-license uses of disjunctions. There is as yet no technical term 
for the kind of interpretive puzzlement that befalls the hearer in view of 
sentences like (3.5), (3. 7), or (3.8). 

(3.5) a. Beer or pizza was ordered by some pupils. 
b. Bier oder Pizza wurde von manclzen Sclziilenz bestellt. 

Whatever (3.5) may mean, we do not understand a free choice effect eas
ily. If we compare (3 .5) with other, good partitive uses of existentials, 
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we observe that the quantifi er does not precede the property that is 
att ributed to the N P referents. In common partitive uses of quantifiers, 
however, the stressed quantifier should precede the property in ques
tion (see e.g. Jager, 1996, Eckardt 199tl). We can h ence conlude that 
free choice effects arise only when the explicit existential precedes the 
disjunctive property. More minimal pairs which illustrate word order 
effects are those in (3.6) which rest on verb pairs like get/bring, and (3.7) 

in Gennan where changes in word order can turn an odd disjunction 
into a good disjunction. 

(3.6) J Smnc c/Jildn:n g~t tlldrpresents frotn t/1c Cl1ristkindl or Scmtll Cl<~us . 

# The Cl11istkindl or Sc111to Claus bring the presents to some c/Jildrt'll . 
(3.7) J Manclw Kinder /Jekomnzcn die Gesdlcllkc 

son1e kids get the prt'sents 
Willi Clnistkiud oclcr dcnz Nikolcws 
fi"oJn-tlu' Christkind or the Sante! Claus. 

# Vmn Clzristkind oder dem Nikolcws l>ekonnmn 
, flwn-tlie Cliristkind or tile Sunt£1 Ch1 us get 

mauc/1e Kinder die Gesc/1enke. 
SOllie dlildrm the presmts 

(3.1\) J l'vlmlclim Kiudem z,ringt da s Cliristkiud oder dt'r NikulcllJS die 
Gcsdienke. 
to-so/lie c/Jilclrm brings t11e Cliristkind or tlu: Santt7 Clews the presents 
# Dm Cliristkind oder der Nikola us /Jringt nwncl1 ell Kindem die 
GC'sclleJZkt'. 
Tile Cilristkind or the s,u1to C/ous /:rings to-some chilclren tin' presents. 

Note that 'specific use' of an explici t existential does n ot exclude generic 
uses. Th e following example seems to be talking about kinds of guests 
rather than a specifi c group of persons present. The example could elab
orate a remark like 'you know lww illl l'd it is to 1'1111 £'1 pizzniu wilicll meets 
u/1 wstomers' ideas o(Italian fiwd' . 

(3 .9) Tl1en~ are son1e guests wllo wm1t pizza or beer. 
Tilae ure OTHER guests w/10 want lmlSt"etti or saltilll/Jocccl. 

What seems to be crucial is that the disj uncts are understood as represen
tative fo r a more overarching property, one which the speaker does not 
want to use explicitely ('underclass food' in contrast to 'refined food') . In 
other cases, the property might not even have a good name, like in the 
Gordon-example in (3 .2). 'exhibiting non-vegetarian eating behaviour' 
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seems an extremely clumsy paraphrase for the property of 'eating meat 
or fish'. The above example morevoer shows that resentational sentences 
with there is do not impede free choice effects. However, if we take (3.9) 
as \ill utterance in a different kind of situation (and with a different kind 
of message in the speaker's mind), we can test that the partitive use of 
some is necessary in order to derive free choice effects. In the scenario in 
(3.10) where a partitive use is definitively excluded, or will be understood 
as epistemically licensed: 'and I don't know which': 

(3.10) The owner of the local pizza hutis shaken awake by his wife at 3 am: 
'Get up, man! There are some guests at the door who want pizza or 
beer!' (undertone: I didn't quite understand which.) 

In sum, a partitive use of the explicit existential seems crucial for free 
choice effects. Sentences with word orders which impede partitive use, 
as well as utterances in situations where partitive uses are blocked do not 
give rise to free choice effects. 

Free choice effects for explicit existentials can be captured by the fol-
1.!owing, simple kind of analysis. Let me stress that the exact nature of 
specificity in (i) might require further investigation. 

(i) partitive/specific use of an explicit existential 
[[Some N ]] = AP. 3X( [[N]](X) 1\ P(X) ) 
Presupposition: The hearer understands that 
the speaker has an intended instantiation A for the existential X 
in mind. 
A is a true subset of a group B of known objects with property [[N]]: 
A c B. 
Notational comment: I assume that properties P are defined for 
atomic and plural objects. Predication over plural objects (for 
non-collective properties) is defined as in (ii). 

(ii) plural predication: A property P holds for some given plurality X, 
P(X) iff for all x ::::: X: P(x) 

(iii) Pragmatics of or in plural predication over group of objects A: 

1. Speaker uses (P or Q)(A) and has sufficient knowledge of the 
situation. 

2. Speaker did not use the simpler P(A), nor the simpler Q(A), and 
hence violated the maxim of manner: be brief. 

3. He must have reason to do so. The reason could be the maxim of 
quality: The speaker seems to believe that neither P(A) nor Q(A) 
are true. 
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4. Hence, speaker knows that for some x1, x2 <C. P(x1 ) 1\ ~Q(xl ), 
~P(x2 J 1\ Q(xz) 

The present analysis of free choice effects is essentially pragmatic. Before 
moving on to the modal case, I will briefly review some related data 
that offer evidence about the semantics- pragmatics interface. There 
is an ongoing debate about the interaction of pragmatic inferencing 
with semantic composition. Specifically, w~;rk like Chierchia (2004) or 
Sauerland (2004, forthcoming) raise the possibility that the pragmatic 
evaluation of subconstituents might precede the completion of semantic 
compnsition. 

Explicit existentials with ur show interesting effects in the antecedent 
of conditionais . Consider the sentence pattern in (.).11 ). 

(3.11) I(uuy/sonzc N du A orB, tllcll 5. 

It offers the opportunity to study the semantics-pragmatics interface. 
Specifically, if free choice effects arise in the antecedent of a conditional, 
the present account will require pragmatic inferencing before seman
tic composition has been completed. If, however, fre e choice effects 
do not arise in this constellation, this would lend support to the tradi
tion<.ll sequential picture of semantic composition preceding pragmatic 
inferencing. 

The actual data are intrica te . In the bulk of examples, it seems impossi
ble to understand free choi ce effects with nominal existentia l quantifiers 
plus disjunction in the i(-clause. Consider the sentence in (3.12). 

(3.12) If £111)' pupils tuke drugs ur steol jelvel lt:!Y, tlze11 the t 'tidier ll'ill he 
fired. 

The sentence intuitively seems equivalent to the conjunction in (3. 13). 

This equivalence is predicted by classical logic. 

(3.13) I(a11y pupils lake d1ugs tlie11 tile te,Jrlz,;r will be fired, tllld i(ony pupils 
stetzl jell'(' l/<'JY, t/z cu tl1c tctJdltr will /Je fired. 

Note that or is in a downward-entailing context in (3 .12). VVe would 
therefme expect that the sentence (3.12) has a reading which rests on 
Boolean disjunction, and shO\,VS no furth er implicatures. According to 
my intuition, this expectation is borne out. In the present example, it 
is very implausible to understand that only the conjoined vices will get 
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the teacher sacked, while he may stay if only one or the other kind of 
criminal activity has been reported. 

(3.14) If some pupils take drugs, and some pupils steal jewellery, then (and 
only then) the teacher will be fired. 3 

If we take sentence (3.12) as a typical exemplar of the scheme (3.11), we 
will conclude that antecedents of conditionals block free choice effects. 
This supports a pragmatic analysis of the effect, plus the traditional view 
of a strictily sequential modus operandi of semantics and pragmatics. 

This observation is challenged by similar modal examples like in (3.15), 
discussed in Zimmermann (2000). He points out that free choice effects 
can arise in (3.15). 4 

(3.15) I(Mr X might be in Chelsea or Hyde Park, then we can as well give up. 
un<,lerstood: Neither possibility alone would be reason to give up, but 
the joined possibilities set Mr X in such a strong stragetic position as 
to be invincible. 

At this point, we could either conclude that the analysis of free choice 
effects with modals should be substantially different from the one for 
explicit existentials (contra the aim of my chapter). Or we could resort to 
some unnamed difference between the pragmatics for modals in contrast 
to explicit existentials (not very attractive). Or we can look for more 
examples with explicit existentials in if-clauses. Indeed, it seems that 
with a suitable preceding context, we can reinforce free choice effects. 
The sentence in (3.16) plausibly is a free choice example, as wittnessed 
in (3.17) and (3.18). 

(3.16) If Gordon sometimes drinks beer or wine, we could offer him a good 
bottle of Bordeaux as a present. 

(3.17) If Gordon sometimes drinks wine, then we could offer him a good 
bottle of Bordeaux. 

(3.18) Not implied: 
!(Gordon sometimes drinks beer; then we could offer him a good bottle 
of Bordeaux. 

We seem to read 'Gordon sometimes drinks beer or wine' as 'Gordon 
appreciates mild alcohol abuse'. The implication certainly does not dis
tribute over the disjuncts in the antecedent. Beer drinking is not a good 
indication that someone will appreciate expensive Bordeaux wines. With 
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a bit of goodwill, the same effect can even be achieved with nominal 
quantifiers. 

(3.19) I(sn111 e visitors stwted tulking or fdl uslcep cluriug tire concert, t/ren 
tire per(onu,JI/ce 111ust l!aw been mvfiil. 

Again, it is plausible to understand the disjunction in (3.19) as an exem
plaric list of the property of 'not concentrating on the presentation' . If 
this is in fact the speaker's point, he would insist that neither sleeping 
nor wispering audience alone is sufficient to indicate a poor concert. Yet, 
if several indicators coincide, certain conclusions about the quality of 
the concert are legit imate. 

The data are puzzling so far. Free choice effects seem to arise in some, 
but not all embedded uses in if-clauses. Does this mean that pragmatic 
inferencing can sometimes, but not always, take place during semantic 
composition ? A closer loo k at the examples in question might help to 
resolve the paradox. To my intuition, the conditionals above (including 
the Zimmermann examples) are not the law-like uses of conditionals 
like in 'if it mins, then tile stn!et gets wet'. The conditionals in question 
seem to take up an asserted fact of previous utteran ces ('It seems that 
Mr X might be in Chelsea or Hyde Park'). In such a plain assertion, plain 
Boolean disjunction would not be licensed and pragmatic strengthening 
has to take place in order to motivate the use of or. If I am right in this 
intuition, then the antecedent takes up a fact that was estabished in 
discourse, and the consequent n ames the conclusion the speaker wants 
to draw. A case without disjunction is given in (3.20). 

(3.20) A: I do not feel well todc1y 

B: Too /;ad. !(you don 't {ed well, you won 't w,m t to try Ill)' lumw
/."7ked Uc!<llll t:okt' I s·uess. 

This kind of conditionals can be used in discourse in order to present 
an assertion of the speaker as a natural consequence of previous asser
tions. What is important here is that the content of the i(-clause is 
taken up anaphorically from the discourse. Let me therefore call these 
conditionals unaplrorh· conditionals. 

Upon closer inspection , it turns out that free choice effects in the 
antecedent of a condi tiona! can be systematically provoked in anaphoric 
conditionals. If that is true, the role of pragmatics is quite different than 
in an all-new utterance. While the details of a copying mechanism of lit
eral content plus implicatures are still highly unexplored, we may expect 
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that the free choice effects are copied effects from an antecedent root 
sentence rather than pragmatic inferencing dove-tailed with semantic 
composition. The analysis so far suggests that pragmatics indeed follows 
semantic evaluation. If no appropriate antecedent sentence (plus impli
catures) is available, free choice effects in the antecedent of conditionals 
are very hard to understand. This holds true at least for free choice effects 
for explicit existentials. Let me now turn to the modal case. 

4 Modal existentials 

In this section, I will pursue the question whether the analysis for free 
choice effects for nominal and adverbial quantifiers can be generalized 
to the case of modal existential quantification. Let me briefly repeat the 
essential characteristics of the former: 

• The existential quantifier was used partitively, refering to a subset of 
a set of objects that is salient in context. 

• The existential quantifier was used in a specific sense: The hearer will 
understimd that the speaker has a certain set of referents in mind. 

• The dis joint property is loosely understood as the case-by-case exem
plification of a more general property. 5 

Evidently, these characteristics can not be directly translated into char
acteristics of modal existentials. First, there is no clear notion of partitive 
modal quantification. It is unclear (to me) how one would present a set 
of worlds as salient, and which modal statements could convey mean
ings like: 'In some of these worlds, Jane takes coffee, but there are others 
left.' Likewise, it is very difficult to verify whether the speaker had some 
specific set of worlds in mind. We can not point at worlds and ask: did 
you mean this one? or that one? or yet another one? The last charac
teristic will turn out to be easiest to rediscover in the modal domain. In 
summary, it seems likely that a transfer of the analysis in Section 3 will 
have to rely on slightly different versions of these characteristics of free 
clzoice modal existentials. 

I will first discuss deontic modals (Section 4.1) and then turn to epis
temic possibility (in 4.2). Epistemic possibility will be closely compared 
to Zimmermann 2000 where this is taken to be the basic case. 

4.1 Deontic possibility 

Deontic may, in the simplest case, conveys an existential statement about 
the set of worlds which are deontic alternatives for some subject (as seen 
from the real world w*). Semantic modelling usually assumes that the 
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existential statement states the existence lf unc world lit leust. A sen
tence like ( 4.1 J states that there is a deontic altermttive where Jane takes 
coffee. 

( 4.1) /t711e llltl)l tt~kc cofti:c. 

Hovvever, as Klinedinst (:?.005) points out, it would be more realistic to 
assume that such a statement asserts the existence of a plurality of worlds 
of a certain kind. He argu es that every permission sentience leavcs many 
things unmentioned that jane may do or not do, as well as irrelevant side 
aspects. Hence, there is not only one but many deontic alternatives w 
(for jane at w '; ) which exemplify her taking coffee. The semantic analysis 
of mmial existential s does not lose its strength if we allow quantifi cation 
over pluralities of worlds: there <1re SOIII<' dco11tic altemutives fi>r /<IIIC where• 

T«ne tc1kes wft(:e . 
Next, let me discuss w hich part of a person 's deontic alternatives is 

described with a free choice disjunction. Two scenarios come to mine!. 
In some cases, the preceding context makes it clear that the fu ll space of 
deontic alternatives is covered. The subject has several options but llns 
to chose one of them . ( 4.2) offers an example. 

(4.:?.) a. }'(){{ 1111/St diOOSr! (l jhlSS1\'Uid. 

b. YiJ ll IIIli) ' CliO !St' )lOUr old 01/ r!, or tl IICW 0/lf'. 

Such examples are very close in meaning to imperat ives like you 111ust 
dlnOSt' your old one or u II <'W one. The fact that each disjunct den otes a 
genuine alterna ti ve is derived like in Section 2 above, and the pertinent 
conjunction follows. vVe will come back to such cases below. Usually, 
hClwcver, permission sentences me true permissions in that the subject 
Jlso has the option to d (J nothing. 

This sentence, intuiti\'ely, has a threefold message. First, jane has per
mission to take tea and she has permission to take coffee. Second, it is 
her choice which one to take. And third, sile //Ill) ' 11.1 wl'il dwose not tu ttJkc 
eit/1er Ollt '. In free choice permission sentences, 

• the speaker decides to talk specifically abnut all and only those cleontic 
alternativcs which exemplify one among ~evcral possible actions that 
th~: subject may take in one spet'ific L"ill)iu· 

• the possible actions arc losely understood as excluding each other 
(which is, however, not strictly necess;:ny) 
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• logical independence is not sufficient for mutual exclusion; the pos
sible actions must be tied together as being all possible outcomes of 
one decision of the subject. 

The last observation is important. Remember that disjoint lists of mutu
ally independent privileges do not give rise to free choice effects. I repeat 
the crucial example (1.10) for convenience. 

(t .10) What new privileges does Judy gain when she's 18 years old? 
#Judy may drive a em; or marry without her parents' consent or vote 
in elections. 

In sum, the speaker has indeed a specific subset of the set of all dean
tic alternatives (of the subject) in mind. The subset is the one which 
exemplifies all possible decisions that the subject is allowed to take in 
one given case. A sentence like ( 4.3) expresses: 'The speaker wants to 
inform you about Jane's range of deontic alternatives as far as the choice 
of hot restaurative beverages is concerned.' While we will turn to more 
complex examples below, I will take this paraphrase as the base line for 
the semantic analysis of modal existential quantification if licensing for 
10r' is required. I have no conclusive views on other 'neutral' cases. The 
following points generalise the analysis of Section 2 to deontic modals. 

(i) may S refers to some specific intended subset W of all deontic alter
natives W deont for some subject a at world w*. It is the subset W 
which exemplifies all possible decisions that the subject is allowed 
to take in one given case. 6 

(ii) Plural predication over worlds: A property P holds for some given 
plurality W of worlds, P(W) iff for all w :::: W: P(w). 7 

(iii) Pragmatics of or in plural predication: 

1. Speaker uses (A or B)(W) and has sufficient knowledge of the 
situation. 

2. Speaker did not use the simpler A(W), nor the simpler B(W), and 
hence violated the maxim of manner: be brief. 

3. He must have reason to do so. The reason could be the maxim of 
quality: The speaker seems to believe that neither A(W) nor B(W) 
are true. 

4. Hence, speaker knows that for some w1, wz E W: A(wl) A ~B(wl), 

~Acw2) A B(wz) 
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If we apply this analysis to sentence (4.3), it yields the following. 

(4.5) a. :JW( [TAKE(JANF., TEA) vTA H(j-'IM, CmrEE) j(W)) where speaker 
has a certain set W of alternatives in mind. 

b .... that is, for all wEW: fT,\KElJA:--JE, TE A) v TAKE0Al\E, Cl)JTEE))(w) 
c. As speaker uses (A or B)(W) instead of the simpler A(W), or 

B(W), he implicates that the simpler statements vvould not hold 
true for the set of worlds W he has in mind. Hence, there are 
w 1, w2 E W such that T.-'IKE(jA:--JE, TL\)(w 1 J ,\ ~To\K E0ANE, CorrEE) 
(w1) and ~TAKt::(jA'il, TE\)(Wz)t\T.<\H(jAM, COIHE) (wz). In 
other words: fm71! nwy ttJke tet~. And: f,mc IIWY take (Uftt'l!. 

This shows that the desired free choice effects follow from the analysis 

of this basic case. 
Let us come back to those cases where muy A orB is tantamount to must 

A or B. Gemts (2005) points out that the preceding discourse can specify 
the quantificational domain. I repeat the crucial example in (4.2). 

(4 .2) a. You must dwose t1 pussword. 
b. You may dwose your old m1e, or a new one. 

The first sentence characterizes the deontic alternatives in total. In this 
context, it is completely clear that the may quantification in b. refers to 
the range of deontic worlds described in a. In this case, an analysis as 
in (i)-(iii) is fully convincing, as the set of alternatives that the speaker 
must have in mind is the set of all those where the addressee adheres 
to the obligation in a . This totality of worlds W is characterized by the 
disjunctive property in (4.6), and as above the free choice conjunction 

in (4. 7) is implicated. 

(4.6) 
(4.7) 

f 0-IOOSL(Y0\.1, 0LDPASSWlllW) 1/ CHOOSE (YUU, NEwP,\SSWORD) )(WJ 

:Jw(CHoost.(Yuu, OLDP.o\sswon.o) (w))idw(CHousE(You, 

NEWPASS\,\"ORD) (w)) 

Note that the sentence 'You must c/wosf your old posslVord, or <"l ue\V 
fJtlssword.' is logically equivalent to (4.2.b) in the given context. An expla
nation of the 'fri endlier' undertone of the 111<7)' statement remains to be 

developed. 
Even though the range of options that the speaker has in mind in 

modal existentials is more difficult to pinpoint than for explicit exis
tentials, a closer look at the data can reveal some conventions. Let us 
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turn back to example {4.3). There is some tacit suggestion that the dis
junct ln (4.3) exhausts the options of Jane as far a hot beverages with 
restorive quality are concerned. The speaker restrict attention to these 
cases and remains tacit about cold drinks, food, and any other activ
ity. The speaker would not be uncooperative if it turned out that jane 
has more unrelated options in addition: the choice between soft drinks, 
the choke between wine/beer, the choke between vegetarian and .non
vegetarian lunch etc. The ;peaker has just that set of deontic alternatives 
in mind that exemplify the hot beverages choice. 
, To see this point more clearly, imagine an air flight where the 
stewardess approaches passengers and offers: 

( 4.8) You may take coffee or ham sandwich. 

In this context (passenger and stewardess both informed about conven
tional refreshments) the uttera11ce strongly suggests that the stewardess 
has run OIJ.t of any other food or drink. he Is cooperatively li. ting the 

 remaining options and leave for you to choose. lf there were in fact more 
.kinds of drlnk or food available, the passenger would be justly a11noyed 
and have the feeling that the stewardess did not exhaust the fuU range 
of deonti alternatives that sentence ( 4.8) suggests sbe has in mind. 

Further examples can serve to illustrate this intuition: 

(4.9) Samantha may take up her studies at Stanford or Harvard. 
possible intended deontic alternatives: 
worlds that exemplify all possible universities S. mar go to 
worlds that exemplify all possible ivy league universitie S. may go to 

Hence, the utterer of {4.9) w()uld not be uncooperative if It tumed out 
that Samantha also has the possibility to go to Mayor Chesterton. ollege 
at Sheperd's Hill, say. ln that case, the spea.ker would just have the second 
et of deontic alternatives in mind. Matter are different in (4.10). 

( 4.1 0) Frederick may take up his studies at Stanford or at Major Chesterton 
College at Sheperd's Hill. 
possible intended deontic alternatives: 
worlds that exemplify all possible universities F. may go to 

In (4.1 0) the two disjuncts that describe Frederick's options are di parate 
enough not to exempUfy any sub-class of univer ities. Hence, we'll tend 
to understand the list in (4.10) as exhaustive list of Frederick's options. 
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Let me finally briefly mention modal disjunctions like the fo llnvving, 
as discussed in Geurts (2005): 

(4.11) Younh7) 1 do A, 01')10lllllliStdoB. 

(4.12) y;-,u ntu.st do A, (II' )'Oll llll/St ,/o B. 

I think that these require a m ore refined analysis of deontic space and 
discourse. An example like the schematic ( 4.11 ) suggests that the first A 
o ption is more agreeable than the second, B o ption. Hence, (4.13) seems 
a natural instanti ation for ( 4 .11) while ( 4.14) is not (according to my 

own preferences): 

(4.13) 
(4.1 4) 

You 111<7)' do llze sltojiping, or you must , it'd II tlze toilet. 
Yi·1u II Ill)' clcou tlte toilet, or you Ill liSt do tlzc sl1 opping. 

The pattern in (4 .1 2), in contrast, has been d isputed as illogical 
(e.g. Schulz 2003 as reported in Geurts 2005). How can there be, logi
ca lly thinking, an alternative o f two equally b inding obligati ons? (Note 
th at (4. 12) is not understoud as an epistemic alternative h ere ' . . . <111<1 

] do11't l'l' IIIL'III/>a ll'/liC!I 1
. ) f think that the criticism iS well taken, even 

though the examples are valid and existant. Yet, the contribution of or 

seems to be dynamic-temporal and beyond the ran ge of ph enomena that 
I want to address h ere . Consid r a classical instantiation of (4.12): 

(4.1 S) Your "'''lit')~ or your Lif~·.' (Geld oder Leben!) 
()'l>ullluSi jhlSS li t(' your nwncy, or you ntust die.) 
Ha11ds up, or I 'll slzout you! 
(l'lm uutst toke your l1u11ds up, or you Ill liSt die) 

(4 .1 6) You llciVt' to t<1ke LlWtl)' your t or 110w. Or yoll'lllzt~ve to jiLl)' <1 tine of' 

50Eum. 

As before, the options are again ordered according to the degree of 
unpleasantness of the req uirements. But secondly, there is a clear tempo
ral dimension in the contribution of or in such examples. Yilll Ill liSt do A . 

A11d ifyoullaw 110t ,folie A i11 due lillit', B will fiJ /1 0111. Hence, the disjunction 
of obligations like in ( 4 .12) does n o t present an alterna ti ve of ob ligatio ns 
/1(/\\' but a St'<JIIt'llt'•·· of t' l't.' l' 111ore Zlllj'l t <IS<lllt o bligatio n <; in the futur e. (This 
is the essence of all th reats for punishment). I wi ll not consider such uses 

of or in more detail here. 
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4.2 Epistemic possibility 

Let us take a natural example of epistemic free choice as our starting 
point. We observe our friend John late at night, pale, leaning at a lamp 
post: We conclude: 

( 4.17) John might be dnmk or ill . 

In cases like this, there is one clear issue, pieces of evidence or 
some fact and we present a list of possibilities that we hold compat
ible.• with this fact. At this point, it might be useful to recapitulate 
Zimmermann's acceptability conditions on lists. Relating the listed 
propositions p1, ... Pn to the epistemic alternatives of the speaker Hw,c 
it is assumed that 

i. Pin Hw,c f. 0 for 1 :::= i :::= n (each disjunct is a genuine alternative) 
ii. there is ho set M such that M n Hw,c f. 0 and M n Pi = 0 for 1 ::= i :::= n. 

(the disjuncts together exhaust the epistemic space) 
i*i. the disjunctions do not overlap, in the sense of a suitable topology. 

(independence; a violable pragmatic requirement) 

Condition ii. amounts to the assumption that the speaker designs the list 
of alternatives with the intention to exhaust his epistemic space. In order 
to remain realistic, Zimmermann allows for a tacit elsewhere disjunct in 
order to account for open ended lists of irrelevant cases. This assumption 
could be rephrased as follows: 

(A) The speaker intends to make a modal existential statement about his 
full epistemic space; or: that part of the epistemic space where the 
relevant, realistic options that he wants to list are exemplified.8 

The intention in uses like ( 4.17) can be paraphrased as follows: 'I want 
to talk about the set W of all reasonable epistemic alternatives - even 
though I use specific existential quantification to address them - and I 
attribute the property [ DRUNK(JoHN) v iLL(JOHN) ](W) to this set of worlds.' 
Epistemic alternatives which might be excluded from this statement are 
those remote possibilities the speaker has bad eyesight, it is in fact a 
lifesize doll of John that is leaning at the lamp post, etc. Note that the 
resulting constellation is parallel to the permission sentence in (4.5): 
' You must choose a password. You may choose your old password or a new 
one'. Like in that earlier case, ( 4.17) could be replaced by John must be 
dnmk or ill. The quantification expressed, and the set of worlds refered 
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to, therefore do not exhibit the standard neutral case of existential quan
tification. However, ( 4.5) and ( 4.17) can be captured as one limit case 
of specific existential quantifi cation where sonzc ore pn1ctico lly ill/. Like 
in Section 4.1 , the genuineness of each disjunct follows by pragmatic 
inference. This, in turn, again entails the free choice conjun ction. 

(4. 18) Jolin l!ligl!t bt' drunk. And: John 111igl!t /1e ill . 

One very nice illustration of the tension between (a) the desire to exhaust 
all possibilities, (b) the fact that this might require an endless Jist , and 
(c) the systematic neglect of certain epistemic possibilities, is exhibited 
by the German children's book Sdzndzteflllonstt'r (Monster in a Box) . A 
little boy finds a cardboard box ancl exp lores the possibility that there 
might be some Schachtelmonsters (cardboard box monsters) in that box. 
The hidden premise of the reflections in (4. 19) is 'assume that there are 
monsters in that box' (i.e. let's devise this list of disjuncts with that set 
of epistemic alternatives in mind where there are actually monsters in 
the box). 

( 4.19 J Vielleidzt sind sie gel/J mit bhwen Tup(m, oder /llau 111it gcllJCJz, 
perhaps are they yellow with blue spots or blue with yellow 
oder viel/eh·l7t sind cs Munziennzonste1~ odcr ein pnor 
or perhaps they are mummy-monsters or a pair 
F/edemzcwsnzons te z ~ oder gm zz vide . .. 
bat-monsters or a-wh o le many 
'Pcrlwps tiley tne yellow wit/7 !Jim: spots, or blue wit/z yellow spots, or 
perlwps tiley <1re mun·znzy nlmzsters, or some l!ot 1110/Zsters, or o terri/J/1! 
lo t o(tllt/11 ... ' 

The possibilities listed here do n o t cover the whole epistemic space of 
the little boy (because, luckily, there is still the possibility that there are 
no monsters in the box at all). The disjuncts listed do not seem to cover 
the full range of possible monsters either. Who can think of all poss i
ble monsters there could be? The epistemic alternatives rather seem to 
address the set of worlds which exemplify types of monsters the little boy 
can think of. Finally, further explorations will have to settle the extent 
to which or in epistemic sta tements can sometimes share the dynamic 
quality of the disjunctions at the end of Section 4.1. It might be plausi
ble to assume that or in an open list refers dynamically to sequences of 
epistemic states of the speaker: Cl1~ i(t/u:' previous possi/Ji/itics I l·ou/d til ink 
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of are not true, this new set of possibilities is another option. I will leave such 
uses of contemplative or untreated here. 

At the beginning of the section, I suggested that modal free choice 
examples ari e mo tea ·ny in context where the peaker addresses one 
dear ~ ue, pieces of evidence or fact. Re lists, so to peak, aJ l result
Ing possibilitie that are compatible with a certrun kind of evidence, 
fac.t, observation etc. (Tt is perhap not an acciden·t that Zimmermann 
ZOO rest entirely on examples from a detectivemystery game.) To. what 
degree is such a context not only 'natural' but even necessary? To check 
this, consider art example where the speaker in fa t reports unrelated 
possibilities. 

(4.20) (On the ride to a wedding, the family discusses what the ceremony 
might be like.) 
The bride might wear a fancy white dress, or there might be children 
witlt flower , or a band might be playing, or there might be a big 
cream cake. 

A ~is junction llke this ha an odd ring to it. lf we understand it as disjoint 
possibilities- and a suitable pro odic pattern may enhance thi · - then 
the speculatiollS seem to imply that Lmder normal circumstance, only 
o11e of the e possibilities is expected to hold. (The couple could have just 
enough money to buy either a dress, or flowers, or hire a band, or buy a 
cake.) Compare a list of po sibilides as ln ( 4.21). 

( 4.21) The bride might wear a fancy white dress and 
there might be children with flowers and 
a band might be playing and 
there might be a big cream cake. 

(4.21) is a good way to speculate about a wedding in its various, uncon
nected aspects. ln this sense, it doe not follow £rom (4.20). Zimmermann 
2000 could, of course, capture this fact by appeal to condition (Lii), the 
mutual non-overlap of alternatives. 4.20) illustrates that non-overlap i 
not a requirement about logical non-redundancy (as hi examples could 
suggest) but about mutual excJusivenes . 9 

In sum, the analysis of epistemic free choice examples mirrors the 
previous cases in the following manner. 

(i) might S expresses existential quantification over epistemic alterna
tives. The speaker has in mind a subset W of all epistemic alternatives 
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W ep ist (for speaker, in context cat world w .. ). It is the subset W vvhich 
exemplifies all possible conclusions or options that the speaker can 
think of in view of a certain piece of evidence, facts, situations, or 
reflection. 

(ii ) Plural predic;:ltion ove r worlds: A property P holds fm some 
given plurality W t)f worlds, P(W) iff for all w ::: W: P(w) . 

(iii) Pragmatics o f or in plural predication: 

(a) Speaker uses (A or B)(WJ and has sufficien t knowledge of the 
situation. 

(b) Speaker did no t use the simpler A(W), nor the simpler B(W ), and 
h nee violated the maxim of manner: be brief. 

(c) He must have reason w do so. The reason could be the maxim 
of quality: The speaker seems to believe that n either A(WJ nor 
B{W) are true. 

(d ) Hence, speaker knows that for some w 1, w2 E IN : A(w 1) 1\ 

~B twl ), ~A(w2 J t\ B(W21 

The nnly assumption th at one could find problematic, (A), has been 
sh JWn to mirror an;:~ l ognus assumptions that are inherent in earlier work, 
and in that sense, the present proposal is as good or as bad as these. 
Huwever, the present analysis for epistemic free choice has been devel
oped as an instantiati on of a more general p;:~ttern that Mgtwbly also 
covers deontic free choice examples, and extensional free choicl' exam
p les . Moreover, the analysis rests on the assumption th at the word or 
denotes Boole;:~n disjunction, and that all oth er effects are due to prag
matic inferencing, if necessa ry enhanced by reinterpretation of other 
parts of the sen tence (he re: existential quantifi cation ). This leaves the 
option of deYising individual analyses for different kinds of implicatures 
for different kinds of disjunctive sentences. The final section will briefly 
but non-exhaustively highlight this issue. 

5 Interactions between different licensers 

Th e present approach presents a modular semantic-pragm;:~tic analysis 
of free choice effects of or. The connective or uniformly denotes boolean 
disjunction. The word or (hence) offers a systema tic means to convey a 
weaker property (A or B) in stead of two stronger properties (A, B) . This 
weakening requires pragmatic licensing: why say less, in more words? In 
many uses, we may have simple and perspicuous reasons to use weaker 
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antecedents of conditionals, restrictors of universal quantification, 
negation with certain implicatures: 
Scope of universal quantification (every guest received a rose or a flat) 
and necessity operators (epistemic, deontic, etc.) 

Other uses would, in their literal meaning, trade a weaker statement 
for a stronger one. In such uses, speakers/hearers can use conventional 
reinterpretations of other parts of the sentence in order to come to a content 
where or is pragmatically meaningful. This option was elaborated for 
explicit and modal existential quantification. Finally, if no other explicit 
reason to use or is given in the sentence, epistemic might serves as a 
default licenser, as in (5.1). It was demonstrated in the previous section 
how we can derive the conjoined possibilities in (5.2). 

(5.1) fohn is a buddhist or a hindu ( ... and I don't remember which) 
(5.

1
2) fohn might be a buddhist. And fohn might be a hindu. 

I argued that epistemic uncertainty can not be the only way to license or. 
Many uses of or patently lack any flavour of epistemic uncertainty 
or insufficient knowledge. The modular analysis of or can explain why or 
has very different flavours in different contexts of use. Consider the fol
lowing list of examples. None of these seems to indicate uncertainties 
on the side of the speaker. (Of course, all examples can be interpreted as 
involving epistemic alternatives, but this will not be the only, nor the 
most natural interpretation.) 

(5 .3) All applicants are buddhists or hindus (implicature: and both possi
bilities occur) 

(5.4) If you get an A or a B in the exam, I'll take you out for dinner 
(implies: either precondition is sufficient) 

(5.5) You must take a written exam or present three times in class. (impli
cature: which describes all your possible options; either one is a life 
option.) 

(5.6) Nobody was bored or annoyed. 
Gordon never eats meat or fish. 
Gordon eats neither meat nor fish. 
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All the examples in (5.3) to (5.6) have in common that a plain boolean 
analysis of or, together with a simple application of the maxims of man
ner and quality, are sufficient to describe the information content of the 

'examples in question. 
If the strategy pursued in the present chapter is correct, then a 

simple boolean analysis of or is likewise sufficient in other cases, specif
ically those that give rise to free choice effects. 10 The observed logical 
strengthenings arise, I claimed, by a reinterpretation of existential quan
tification rather than by a nonstandard analysis of or. This will lead to the 
prediction that such reinterpretations will become superfluous if other 
licensers are present in the sentence. I will discuss two constellations, 
negation and conditionals as licensers. 

Simons (2005b) points out that the negation of a disjoint permission 
behaves strangely. She states that 'when we embed or under both a modal 
and negation, it stops misbehaving and starts acting like a well-behaved 
Boolean operator'. The following example is discussed in detail: 

(5. 7) [one llld)' not sing or donee. 

Simons diagnoses the following readings of (5.7): 

(5.8) Eitlif:'r [tllll' is not pennittl'd to sing, or [one is 110t permitted to dance. 
(5.9) fane isn't permitted to do dtllel; sing ardtuzcc ('neither nor rcLJding') 

Simons uses a modal re-interpretation of or (close to Zimmermann 
(2000)) to attribute the pertinent free-choice reading to the unnegated 
sentence (5.10). 

(5.10) fane may sing or da11t"e. 
<>(jane sing) ;\<>( jane dance) 

Negation then leads to reading (5.8). 

(5.11) ~( <>(jane sing) ;\<>( jane dance)) 
== ~ D ( jane sing) v ~c ( jane dance ) 

Yet, as argued in Simons (2005b), the more salient reading in (5.9) 
remains unanalysable in Zimmermann (2000). Simons herself can cap
ture the second reading because her symmetry condition, posited on the 
disjuncts, is satisfied in negated uses. (The shared property of both dis
juncts is to have empty intersection with jane's deontic space.) While 
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this technically leads to the correct results, the basis for Simons' con
dition remains unanalysed, which turns it into an austere - and easily 
violable - stipulation. 

Under the present account, we'd say that a specific interpretation 
of existential quantification (may) is essentially driven by the need to 
license the use o£ or as a longer way to say less. An analy i of (5.7) 
can proceed as fonows: The material in the scope of the modal perator 
amounts to the dlsjunctlon 11 

(5.12) jane sing v jane dance. 

The modal applies, and we can assume that it does so under the standard 
existential analysis. 

(5.13) 0 (jane sing v jane dance) 

F;nally, the result is combined with negation. 

(5.14) _,0 (jane sing v jane dance) 

The disjunction in (5.14) is in a downward entailing context, and hence 
the resulting statement is logically stronger than the competing simpler 
forms. 

(5.15) _, 0 (jane sing), _, 0 (jane dance) 

The use of disjunction is pragmatically licensed here because it leads 
to a stronger tatement in a simpler way than by using two separate 
sentences (fane may 110t sing, and fane may 11ot da11ce). In this case, the 
boolean Interpretation of or does not need any further interpretative or 
pragmatic processes to make sense. 

The epistemic reading (5.8) comes about in a different manner. In the 
present approach, the free choice effects for deontic mar .. . or . . . are 
derived without any reference to epistemic m daJlty. Tn whatever way 
negation, modality and conjunction ell tdbute out, this will not bring 
us from deontic to epistemlc modality. However, I assmne that epis
temic possibillty i tl1e default licensing mechanism for or. The epistemic 
disjunction will be dedved directly, by assigning wide scope to or and 
licensing it epistemically. (Note that wide scope or is not in a downward 
entailing context.) 
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(5.16) Possibly, /<llle nwy not sing or fan e 11111,1' not dance. 
'It is not allowed fill' fmJc to sing, or 
it is not tlllowed fill' /cliiC to clclliU', 

and I d(m't know which.' 

If we analyse epistemic 'possibly ' as shown in Section 4, we can also 
derive the corresponding conjunction. 

(5.17) Possibly, /IIIIi:' lllcl) ' not sing, and possibly, feme IIIli)' not dclllt'l'. 

Going back to the preceding accounts, note that Simons (2005b) and 
Zimmermann (2000) (as in Simons 2005b) derive the disjunction in 
(5.11) by boolean distribution of negation over two conjuncts. The con
nective in (5.11) (as copied from Simons (2005b)) is simple Boolean or 
without any further modal force. Hence, (5.17) can not be derived from 
(5.11). Of course, both authors could resort to a Gricean argument here, 
but this would be at odd s with the general program pursued in both 
papers, namely to derive free choice effects in th e use of or as pa1t of th e 
literal content. 

Note that there is a third scoping possibility for or in sentence (5.7), 
leading to the logical structure~(<> (j:me sing) v <>(jane dance)). Under 
the present analysis a!! logical operators and quantifiers get their standard 
interpretation unless //lore is required (i1r pn1smatic reLlS<lJIS, which is not 
the case h ere . (Negation of two disjuncts is stronger t han n egation of 
either disjunct alone). Therefore this option is logically ~:quivalcnt to 
(5.14). 

It seems a natural assumption that the scope of or determines the prag
matic repair strategies and implicatures - if necessary -which warrant 
its use. Spec ifically, epistemic possibility appears to occur only with wide 
scope or. Exceptions from this observation can arise in contexts where a 
previous wide scope epistemic modality gets copied into an embedded 
context from previous discourse. 12 This happens in the second kine! of 
example that I will look into, or in the antecedent of conditional clauses. 
Antecedents of conditionals provide a good reason to use or. Consider 
the conditional in (5.18). It is intended as equivalent to the con joined 
conditionals in (5.] 9). The two sentences are indeed logically equivalent 
under a Boolean analysis of or. The example is taken from Zimmermann 
(2000:275) . 

(5.18) Tf.\1r X is in Rcgt'nts Pc~rk or in Bloolllshwy, /;c cunnot tc1kt' c~IJOclt. 
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(5.19) If Mr X is in Regents Park, lze cannot take a boat, and 
ifMr X is in Bloomsbury, lze cannot take a boat. 

Consequently, there is no further need to re-interpret any part of the 
sentence in order to come to a statement that warrants the use of dis
junction. Specifically, note that an epistemic interpretation of or, while 
still possible, is at best marginal in such an example. 

(5.20) IfMr X is in Regents Park or in Bloomsbury, lze cannot take a boat. 
If Mr X is in Regents Park, Jze cannot take a boat, or 
if Mr X is in Bloomsbury, he cannot take a boat, and I don't 
remember which. 

This observation suggests that the different ways to make sense of or are 
not mutually exclusive. The presence of one does not lead to a prin
cipled unavailability of the other (even though 'innocent' speakers of 
English tend to refute (5.20) on stylistic grounds). The epistemic use of 
gr as paraphrased in (5.20) requires the following steps in the seman
tic evaluation: (i) Disjunction is interpreted with highest scope above 
the conditional, (ii) the resulting literal meaning contains a disjunction 
which lacks motivation, (iii) the hearer grants a modal possibly in the spe
cific sense discussed in section three and (iv) derives the net information 
of literal content plus implicatures. 

6 Summary 

In the present chapter, I proposed a modular semantic-pragmatic anal
ysis of free choice effects for or. The account rests on the following 
assumptions: 

• Uses of or are tendentially pragmatically unmotivated, specifically 
where the speaker would use more words to convey less information. 
The hearer will infer some reason why the speaker used or. 

• Uses of or can be motivated by implicatures of the literal content 
of the sentence, by re-interpretation of the original sentence (plus 
implicatures), and by tacit epistemic modality. 

• Existential quantification can be re-interpreted as specific existential 
quantification. This possibility is available in general. It is exploited 
in motivating uses of or. 

• The semantics of specific existential quantification allows to derive the 
free choice effects which have been observed for or. Most importantly, 
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it can explain free choice effects in all quantificational domains. 
Hence, the approach extends naturally to free choice effects for 
explicit existentials, data which have not received much attention 
in the literature. 13 

I argued that core examples like thos discussed in the chapter can be 
captured maintaining a strict sequential order between semantic evalua
tion and pragmatic inferencing. It should be kept in mind, however, that 
more elaborate cases C> f em beddings could require a more refined picture . 
J\ sentence like (S.lJ has no anaphoric quality, and yet free choice effects 
in the embedded context are possible. 

(5.1) T11e dctediw l;elicvl:'s tl1at lvfr X is in Regeuts PMk or in Blooms/Jwy. 

The proposed analysis hen ce delineates a new bro::~d range of data which 
can help us to get a better understanding of the systematic interactions 
at the semantics-pragmatics interface. 

Notes 

1. The t.mline versi on of his SuB lU talk came to my attent ion 1\'hile I was 
elaborating the core ideas of the chapter. 

2. I 11·ant to thank an anonymous reviewer whose comments helped m e to 
sharpen and clarify an earlier versilm L)f the chapter. 

3. I am aware of th e less-than arbitrary switch between <711)' and Sullie, but can 
not spot its exact relevan ce so far. 

4. For all those who are not acquianted with the original paper, it might help 
to know tha t the sentence relies on a situation where the interlocutors are 
engaged in the German board game Scut/nnd Y<m! in which a single player, 
Mr X, making hidden moves in London has to be hunted by a tea m of coop
erating detectives. from time to time, Jvlr X gives clues about his movements 
which lead to h ypotheses about his position. 

5. This last observation is less easily explie<tble than the first two . J-lL)Wever, the 
free choice effects arise most saliently when the preceding context leads 
the heare1' to expect that thi s-or-that general property will be addressed 
next (e.g. non-vegetarian behaviour; amusing-by-buying-food and sweets; 
showing signs of bored om, etc.) 

6. There may be more than o n e set of worlds that serves this purpose. This 
does not matter for the core of the analysis_ It will be sufficient (see below) 
to assume that th e speaker wants to talk about <Ill)' one subset o f deon tic 
alternatives which is large entmgh to exemplify all options. The pragmatil's of 
ur would then implicate that ell!)' such subset ca n only be truthfull y descr ibed 
by resorting to a disjoint property. Conjunctions of permissions ''~II follow. 
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7. We could assume here that we are talking about atomic parts of the plurality 
of worlds, i.e. single possible worlds. Hence, a simpler notation might be 
WE W. 

8. As before, we can weaken this requirement to 'some sufficiently large part of 
the eplstemic space where all options are exemplified'. 

9. At least under normal circumstances. The offer 'tea or coffee?' can always be 
exploited by the request 'both, please!' 

10. Excluding the dynamic or in Section 4. 
11. I follow Simons here in taking the scoping facts of negation relative to must 

and may for granted. Hence, may not is analysed as 'negated permission', 
while must not denotes 'obligation not to ... '. 

12. I do not have any independent proposals to make about scoping of or. 
' In particular, I appreciate Simons' coping mechanism for or which allows 
scopetaking without any syntactic movement operations (dubious or not) . 
My claim is that the scoping mechanism does not require further modifica
tions of the semantics of or which are intended to yield free choice effects. 
The scoping mechanism in Simons is very strong, as it can potentially give 
any scope to or. The proposal that I defend here may lead to contentful restric
tions to this scoping m chanism. It might turn out that a narrowly defined 
set of or li censers restricts the possible scopes of or. A systematic exploration 
remains to be conducted . 

~3. Klinedinst (2005) poses a welcome exception to this claim. The present 
chapter shares his perspective and the core analysis. However, the material 
which is accessible at present does not discuss specificity effects in the explicit 
domain, nor the interaction of several different ways to make pragmaticseme 
of or. 
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